Macmillan To Step Down As PM

Crows Romp At Game Rally

MSU, U-M Join 'Hooten' Revelry

Financial Profile Studied

Allows Open Court

Russia Agrees To Weed Deal

World News at a Glance

CROWDS ROMP AT GAME RALLY

Thousands of undergraduate and graduate students here in a massed show of support for the administration's effort to create a student-professor community in the university. The students, who had been met by a warm Welcome from President E. Allen Hastings, gathered outside Clapp Hall and proceeded to the new building.

The caravan will form at the parking lot back of the M.D. on 8 a.m. Saturday. The parade will play a role in the annual home game.

The circus will parade down South St. to Baker St., then back to the parking lot.

The parade will parades until 1:30 p.m. It will be under police Protection and the public is invited to attend.

Noble Award To Pailing

OLDER, 57, of St. Louis, is the recipient of the Noble award in Peking, China. He was awarded the award for his contribution to the development of the atomic bomb.

The award was presented to Pailing at a ceremonial dinner in Washington, D.C., by President Kennedy.
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A conference will be held on campus Thursday afternoon. The conference will be open to the public.

Rumors Upset Wilkinson

TOMORROW, 31, is the target of rumors that she will be dismissed from her position as dean of women.

The rumors are based on the fact that Wilkinson has been absent from work for three days.

Wilkinson, who has been on the job for six years, said that she has no intention of resigning.

The rumors are not likely to be true, according to sources close to the administration.

The university administration has denied reports that Wilkinson will be dismissed.

Weather

Mostly cloudy today, with a chance of showers in the afternoon. High, 75. Rain and cooler tomorrow.

United Chest Goal $9,000

The United Chest drive, which is scheduled to start next week, has set a goal of $9,000.

The drive, which is held annually, is expected to raise funds for medical research and treatment.

The drive will be conducted on the campus and in the community.

Announcements

STATE NEWS

U-M Students' Group Plans To Fight

The University of Michigan student group Plans To Fight has announced plans to hold a rally on campus next week.

The group stated that they will be holding the rally to protest against the administration's policies.

The rally is scheduled for Thursday afternoon.

The group has called for a boycott of classes and a strike until their demands are met.

The administration has responded by saying that they will not negotiate with the group.

The United Chest campaign, which has a goal of $9,000, is expected to raise funds for medical research and treatment.

The campaign will be conducted on the campus and in the community.

The campaign will be led by a group of students and faculty members.

The campaign will be held on the campus next week.

The campaign was announced by the administration.

The campaign has been met with criticism by some students and faculty members.

The campaign is expected to be controversial.
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Color Them Embarrassed

Maybe Beaumont Tower needed a coat of paint over those old bricks and gray concrete.

Maybe Sparty looks better than brown.

At least some people thought physical plant was lying down on the job and that some of the campus buildings needed redoing.

The trouble was that they picked a poor time to do their remodeling.

The light was at 1 a.m. and high quality painting is impossible in the moonlight.

The campus decorators weren't too surprised. They had the exterior decorators redo their work, and thought Sparty looked fine in the daylight.

The men will paint the dorms in the daytime. They will paint the brown dorms in the daytime. They will paint the white dorms in the daytime. They will paint the students in the daylight.

Good Lecture—Small Crowd

The University was host to a distinguished guest from Germany this week. Appearing as first guest speaker in this year's Lecture Concert series, Waldemar Besson of the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg will talk on the Revolutions of 1968.

Besson indicated that the Christian Democratic Party, led by its protagonist, Anglosaxon faction will choose to sail with the moderate states.

His reasons were basically twofold. First, Gaullist France is a politically unstable France; second, Germany favors a relaxation of tensions, and it is the United States who has provided the leadership in this field.

With such an excellent speaker and timely subject, the turnout of some 30 students was unfortunate, but not surprising.

Saturday afternoon on the football field the men of this University will determine this year's champions. The men will paint a football game --- they will paint a football game in the daylight.

"MAN, EVEN THE GHOSTS HAVE GONE TO ANN ARBOR!"

Letters To The Editor

Questions Two Snags

It will be appreciated by many, however, if it were initiated and occur with no comment or alteration resulting from a logical and realistic system.

Letter Policy

Letters should not be longer than 300 words and should not repeat of previous. Include name and campus address.

The Michigan State News reserves the right to edit letters.

"The most complicated"...adapting this idea to the present day, the States News reported was that the "Michigan Writers Group" or other organizations needed this job to be done. Any new demands will be addressed by students on the campus radio station.

Cyclists Face Needless Bumps

During the past years, the "far-seeing" University engineers have installed a network of bike paths to aid the rider in his constant fight against the four-wheeler competition for the roadway. The only problem is that these "far-sighted" planners neglected to consider how to ride a bicycle off a side-rack that terminates many of the bike paths.

At many street crossings, a cyclist has a choice of listening to the crunch of metal against cement or the front fender fails to clear the side-rack, picking up his burdens which have harnessed from the bike basket, and jouncing back up six inches on the other side of the street. On the other hand, he may dismount and dispute the problem manually.

Both maneuvers often leave the bicyclist wide-eyed in a heavy traffic, making him wish for the safety of the sidewalk when uncompromising motorists fail to yield the right of way.

For all the inconvenience and risk created, it would seem a small task to provide some sort of graduated descent from bike path to road at all bike path crossings.

New bike paths are fine, but after all the fuss over bicycle regulations, isn't it time cyclists got this small but needed service.

The Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Here We Stand

By Vincent Coffee

Between the objects Campus Club Conference of last fall, the Educational Development Project sponsored last winter, and the development of an organization last spring called the Basic Action Party, there has been a good deal of discussion regarding the place and responsibilities of the students, and academic party, here at Michigan State.

As chairman of the Basic Action Party, I consider this to be the present development, in the right of the presenting student body to itself, some of the issues which are more often raised in the context of student political party. The state that most specifically and relevantly to Michigan State.

First, we propose a greater degree of power, as well as responsibility. The criticism has been made that the student political party, under the criteria of student government, judiciary and other student organizations, constitute our means to recently and develop University students.

Part of the success of the great universities of the eastern United States lies in their ability to regard the student as an autonomous individual, to accept his leadership in this field. We feel that in the case of Michigan State, the University is being asked to be more, by being for many challenging, we propose a greater degree of power, to the student political party,
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Safari Big Game Hunters

Bait your Wolverine Trap with hamburgers from the drive-ins with the golden arches.

All SPARTAN fans heading for Ann Arbor this Saturday are encouraged to join the SPARTAN SAFARI sponsored by.......

Phi Kappa Psi

Victory over the Wolverines will taste better with tasty hamburgers, crisp french fries, creamy shakes, and cool soft drinks from...
Football Captain, Varsity Cheerleader Top Seniors

PEG SWEETLAND and Dan Underwood, chosen at the annual Homecoming week event at Michigan State University, are among the popular heroes of the 1963 football season. Their names were written in the University yearbook, "The State," in recognition of their performance and leadership in various activities. Sweetland is a member of Sigma Nu, an All-American Football Team, while Underwood is a member of Sigma Alpha. Both are seniors at MSU.

Shaw To Air Birmingham Data

W. B. Shaw, social sorority, presents a special seminar on Birmingham, the city of steel. Shaw is a member of Sigma Alpha fraternity.

Pigeon' Bed Presented To Museum

A homemade bed made of down of several thousand pigeon quills, and educational program was conducted by the Bird Study Club at Michigan State University. The bed was presented to the University Museum as a token of appreciation.

The Pigeon's nest is made of down, and the feathers are collected to make the bed. This program is part of the educational program to teach students about bird life.

Campus Book Store

(Across from the Union Building)

FALL VACATIONS TO EUROPE

MANY MEALS INCLUDED

YOU SAIL FROM THE EDDIE WARNER

F.D.A.

Food and Drug Administration

Representatives of the Food and Drug Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, will be on campus Friday, October 18 to interview men and women in the biological and physical sciences. Positions in research and product analysis are available in Washington, D.C., and in 18 District locations throughout the United States.

Excellent opportunities for personal and professional development with an expanding Federal agency dedicated to the protection of public health, U.S. citizenship required.

Contact placement office for further details.

Suedes for Safari

Before you go hunting for a victory over the Wolverines Saturday stop in at CAMPUS BOOK STORE and look over the fine selection of souvenirs.

Pennants ...... Sweatshirts

Shakers ...... Cowbells

Every kind of souvenir to show you are backing the Spartans.

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

A Car Caravan To U of M VS MSU Football Game.

Police Escorts & Parking in Ann Arbor.

SPARTY Head

"The Bell" Cheerleaders of both Schools will be there.
Friday, October 11, 1963

Wolverines By A Point?

By DAVE GOOD
Michigan Daily Sports Editor

A prime day in a prime year—October 11, 1963. It was the day President Eisenhower made a historic trip to the University of Michigan. It was the day the Michigan State football team visited the Big House. It was the day that Michigan lost to Michigan State by a point.

The game was the most important game of the season for both teams. Michigan State was trying to keep their hopes alive for a Big Ten title, while Michigan was trying to avenge last year's loss to the Spartans.

Michigan State came out strong, scoring early in the first quarter. But Michigan fought back, scoring a touchdown late in the first quarter to tie the game.

The second half was a nail-biter, with both teams scoring in the third quarter. The game remained tied at 7-7 until the fourth quarter, when Michigan State scored a touchdown late to take the lead.

Michigan State was not able to hold onto the lead, however, as Michigan scored a field goal to tie the game back up. The last minute of the game saw both teams trying to score a winning touchdown.

Michigan State was able to get into the end zone with a few minutes left, but the extra point attempt was blocked by Michigan. The game ended in a 13-13 tie, the first tie in Michigan State history.

The tie was a huge disappointment for Michigan State, who had been hoping for a conference title. Michigan, on the other hand, was able to keep their hopes alive for a Big Ten title, and the game will be remembered as one of the most exciting in Michigan State history.
Halfbacks O.K., Mellinger Isn't

The man behind the mask Saturday afternoon at Michigan Stadium will be Wearling Lincoln. The popular right end will be wearing the mask to protect a fractured jaw which he sustained last week against Southern California.

The purpose of the mask is to reduce the pressure on the inner part of the jaw. The device resembles a catcher's mask and is fastened in position with tape. Lincoln has been working out with the team since Wednesday when he was through with face protection.

He has been placed in a concentrated diet during the past two days to help him regain the strength he has lost after getting hit in the face. The two-time letter-winner from South Bend, Indiana, was expected to be in shape for the Buckeyes, after missing the first two games of the season.

"I feel badly about it," next week's Daily Delight. "I do a great job, a good job, but I still have partial power in my injured jaw. If we had him, he could go deep in games.

"Thankfully his first appearance for the Spartans Saturday afternoon will be on that right end," had been his last appearance, 10 days ago, when the team was restricted to an early season without contact with the ball. The coach told the news media Tuesday that he expected to be in shape for the Buckeyes, after missing the first two games of the season.
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Lincoln And Rubick Ready

First two tickets for Saturday afternoon's game with Nebraska are available for Saturday's football game at the University of Michigan at New Haven. In addition, tickets for the December 1st game with Michigan are also available.

U-M Holds Lead In 55 Meetings

The 51st meeting of the Michigan and Indiana teams will be held at Michigan Stadium Saturday, October 12th, 1:30 p.m. The game will be a sellout, with all available tickets sold.

The Michigan-Indiana series dates back to 1890, with the first meeting in Ann Arbor. The teams have met 55 times, with Michigan holding a 37-12-6 lead. The last meeting was in 1962, with Michigan winning 34-14.

Michigan State Builders, Fresh from a 41-0 win over Loyola, via College, return to the Spartan squad. The team will be led by co-captains Ron Rubick and Bob Chandler who moved up from the first two games of the season.

U-M Coach Bill Utley, who moved up from the first two games of the season, will be halfback Ron Rubick whose knee has kept him out of action since early last season.

In the past seven years, Michigan State has won three games against Indiana, with the win coming last year in the Big Ten Conference.

"The big switch involved Pay­ton Ford and Bill Schwartz," Rubick said. Fullback to center, and Schwartz from center to left. Fullback to center, and Schwartz from center to left. Fullback to center, and Schwartz from center to left.

"I expect a lot of improvement over the Wolverines, 12-7, in Ann Arbor. E. M. Kenney, who moved up from the first two games of the season, will be halfback Ron Rubick whose knee has kept him out of action since early last season.

In the past seven years, Michigan State has won three games against Indiana, with the win coming last year in the Big Ten Conference.

"The big switch involved Pay­ton Ford and Bill Schwartz," Rubick said. Fullback to center, and Schwartz from center to left. Fullback to center, and Schwartz from center to left. Fullback to center, and Schwartz from center to left.
**For Sale**

- 14 for Sale
- 9 for Sale
- 12 for Sale
- 13 for Sale
- 7 for Sale
- 5 for Sale

**Lost & Found**

- Lost 4000, 3000.
- Lost 2000.
- Lost 1000, 500.

**Personal**

- Parents
- Parents
- Parents

**CLASSICAL RECORD SALE**

500 TITLES 1.58 & 2.98
3 RECORD SETS 5.98

**ALSO COMING SOON: THE COMPLETE WESTMINSTER SCHOLARLY CATALOG ON STEREO AT SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS**

**CLASSICAL MUSIC, ORCHESTRA, SYMPHONIES, RECITALS, SACRED.**

**DISCOUNT RECORD STORES**

**STEP INTO THE WORLD OF STEREO FOR $159.50 WITH**

**U. of M. - M.S.U. MIXER**

East Quad Hall on The Michigan Campus. Saturday Night 8:30-1:00 sponsored by I.Q.C. and M.H.A., all Michigan State Students invited

**Looking for paperbacks?**

S. B. S. has

Thousands...

**TEACHING ‘JOHNNY’ TO READ Part of Education Course**

For the student teacher..."we've found the two-way mirror effect..." Mr. Peterson. "Johnny" resides in a real life setting at Michigan State University, where he is being taught to read. "Johnny" is a human-sized puppet that can interact with the teacher and provide immediate feedback. This technology has revolutionized the way teachers can provide personalized instruction to students.

**Ralph's Cafeteria**

706 EAST GRAND RIVER

**Center City**

BLUEPRINT 212

**Looking for paperbacks?**

**S. B. S. has**

**Thousands...**

**Studen's Book Store**

Across From Berkey Hall

**GARRARD AUTO-SLM**

**with SHIRE MD5 CARTRIDGE and caseless**

**ELECTRO VOICE MCB SPEAKERS**

Enjoy the wonderful world of STEREO for just $159.50

HiFi & Stereo at Catalog Prices

**TAPE RECORDING IND.**

**Ralph’s Cafeteria**
Faith On Campus
Of Mice and MEN...

BY LINDA MILLER

Friday, October 11, 1963

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

(1) Distinguished in their respective
courses are the members of the
two faculty teams that roar in and out of campus entrances. If a student thinks
it must be kept alive by thoughtful study, prayer and, most of all,
church attendance, he must turn into an evangelist. All too many students come to
campus with the goal that one anthropologist termed "the riot's
got to eat" (1). They are not made to consider
more than money, clothing, and parties.

Urbana University

Rev. Edward Roth, Rector
Bethel Manor, 7500 E. Grand River, East Lansing.

Tues. - 5:30 p.m. Canterbury Meeting

First Presbyterian Church
Rev. Trum an A. Morrison
1120 S. Harrison Rd.

Wed. - 7:00 a.m. Holy Communion

Thurs. - 5:15 p.m. Fellowship

First Christian Church
Rev. John C. Pender, Pastor
100 Christian Center Ave.

First Baptist Church
Rev. Trum an A. Morrison
1120 S. Harrison Rd.

First Christian Church
Rev. Richard E. Klaw sli, M inister
2827 E. Michigan, Lansing.

First Church of Christ, Scientist
Rev. John M. Hofman, P astor
1110 W. Washington & Elm St.

Central Methodist Church
Rev. Trump A. M inister
1010 E. Michigan Ave.

Church Services
Church of the Reformation
Rev. W illiam H. Hall and Geri McInnes, M inisters
1120 S. Harrison Rd.

Community Chapel
Rev. Edward Roth, Rector
Bethel Manor, 7500 E. Grand River, East Lansing.

Church of Christ
Rev. Trump A. M inister
2827 E. Michigan, Lansing.

Church of God
Rev. Peter Hine, Teacher
1209 S. W ashington & Elm St.

Church of God of All Peoples
Rev. William H. Hall and Geri McInnes, M inisters
1120 S. Harrison Rd.

Church of the Nazarene
Rev. Trump A. M inister
2827 E. Michigan, Lansing.

Church of the Pentecostal Church
Rev. William H. Hall and Geri McInnes, M inisters
1120 S. Harrison Rd.

Church of the United Brethren
Rev. Edward Roth, Rector
Bethel Manor, 7500 E. Grand River, East Lansing.
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